The reduced width is calculated on the basis of the collective model. The two extreme approximations, weak and strong couplings are adopted. The weak coupling approximation predicts its magnitude similar to but a little smaller than that predicted by the individual particle model. On the other hand the strong coupling approximation predicts a very different value from that predicted by the single particle model. We have treated only the case in which the compound nucleus has one or two particles outside the core. It is shown that the experimental data of the reduced widths of light nuclei lie between those derived on the two extreme approximations_ § 1. . Introduction
The width of a nuclear energy level of compound nuclei is considered to be decomposed into two factors, one being the penetration probability which depends only on the wave function in the outer region of a nucleus and the other the reduced width. In the case where the nuclear reaction does not pass through the compound state, as in dp stripping reactions, the cross section can also be expressed in terms of reduced widths. Although there is a distinction according to whether the level is virtual or bound, reduced width is in either case determined by a kind of overlapping of the wave functions of the compound or final state and the particle state which is smoothly connected to the state at infinite separation of colliding systems.
Weissk{)pfl) and Wigner 2 ) have treated the reduced width statistically and obtained the well-known sum rule and the relation between the reduced widths and the level distances.
Their methods are useful to analyze experimental data independent of specific nuclear models but are not suitable to study individual levels in detail. For this purpose the investigation based on some models is desirable.
Lane 3 ) has calculated the reduced width for light nuclei on the basis of the individual particle model. He has shown that the reduced width occasionally possesses a very different value from that predicted by the single particle model when the ordit of an incident nucleon is the same as that of the unfilled shell of a target nucleus and particularly when the extreme LS or JJ-coupling is not a good approximation. On the contrary, when the orbit of an incident nucleon is different from that of the unfilled shell of a target nucleus the individual particle model predicts the same reduced width as that predicted by the single particle model apart from a factor due to !'-spins. In this case a fair agreement between theoretical and experimental reduced widths are found in light nuclei.
In the individual particle model nucleus are considered to move in a common potential well which is formed by other nucleohS and the interaction between nucleons outside the 141 Progress of Theoretical Physics, Vol. 12, No.2, August 1954 Reduced Widths on Collective Model Shiro 
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In the individual particle model nucleus are considered to move in a common potential well which is formed by other nucleohS and the interaction between nucleons outside the core is considered to be a small perturbation, while the deformation of the core is usually neglected. On .the contrary this deformation is taken into account in the collective model rather than the interaction between nucleons outside the core, and the success in the interpretation of low energy nuclear phenomena in terms of the collective model suggests the importance of the effect of the core deformation. Therefore it is likely that the reduced width can be explained more nicely by the collective model than the individual particle model in the case where the orbit of an incident nucleon is different from that of the nucleon outside core in the target nucleus. But the collective model as well as the individual particle model have been believed to be applicable only to low energy levels. Lane has, however, applied the individual particle model to relatively high energy levels with success that this gives unexpectedly good results. Encour-aged by this, we are led to presume that the collective model may also be applicable to the "relatively high energy levels. Moreover, there are low lying levels of light nuclei which are considered to be the the collective mode of excitation, such as the rotational level. For these levels the collective model is more suitable than the individual particle model. Since· these reduced widths are supposed to be available in future due to the development of theories as well as the accumulation of experimental data we think it worth while to study the reduced width on the collective model.
In calculating the reduced width on the basis of the collective model, the two extreme approximations, weak and strong couplings, are adopted folloNing the work by Bohr and
Mottelson 4 ) • The weak coupling approximation gives us the reduced width similar to but smaller than that on the individual particle model, because of the deformation of a core. The strong coupling approximation predicts the magnitude of the reduced width considerably different from that of the single particle model even if the target nucleus is of a closed shell without nucleon outside it. When . there are many nucleons outside the closed shell, these nucleons should be treated as the nucleons outside the core in the collective model. But we treat only the case where a few nucleons exist outside the core, because it is supposed that the present collective model is not yet so refined as to be eligible to a detailed calculation in other complex cases. However the effect" of the mixing of levels due to the deformotion of a core is taken into account in the weak coupling approximation.
Comparison with the experimental data is restricted to the nuclear reaction at light nuclei in this paper. The deuteron stripping data are not referred because the theory of this reaction is not yet so refined as to allow us a quantitative discussion of reduced widths. § 2. Definition of the reduced width When an incident nucleon with spin (J" and orbital angular momentum I collides with a target nucleus with spin I, making the transition to a compound or a final nucleus state with spin l' and specified by other quantum number A, the reduced width for channel spin s is given by2) (2.1)
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Comparison with the experimental data is restricted to the nuclear reaction at light nuclei in this paper. The deuteron stripping data are not referred because the theory of this reaction is not yet so refined as to allow us a quantitative discussion of reduced widths. § 2. Definition of the reduced width When an incident nucleon with spin (J" and orbital angular momentum I collides with a target nucleus with spin I, making the transition to a compound or a final nucleus state with spin l' and specified by other quantum number A, the reduced width for channel spin s is given by2) (2.1) 
Since the la!\t summation in (2; 1-) corresponds to the wave function of a particle of total angular momentum j around the target nucleus, we denote it by ¢j=:2;(IjMinjll'M') 11M) Jjmj ).
Mmj
(2.5)
Then the reduced width is expressed in a way suitable to the JX·coupling scheme as
Now we can obtain the quadratic channel sum of reduced widths by making use of the orthogonality relation of UT'S as follows,
In order that this quantity is directly compared with experiments, the further reduction is needed, as in a current manner. The wave function of the compound state X). may be decomposed into the single particle states which are connected at the surface S to the outer wave function of the nucleon with radial part 1/1'. US! (1') . Hence we can factorize the compound wave function X). by the boundary value of the single particle wave function in which we are interested;
where a is the radius of the sphere surrounded by S and may be set equal to the nuclear where lid' and mo are the z-components of angular momenta I and a-respectively.
As the collective model is usually described in reference to the Jj"-coupling scheme, it is convenient to express 'lSi in terms of the basic wave function Ifmj) , that describes a state with total anglar momentum j and its z·component mj of the incident nucleon. This can be done by use of Racah coefficient
where a is the radius of the sphere surrounded by S and may be set equal to the nuclear radius. W). has the unit amplitude at the surface and is defined in the internal region. (3.1)
The first term in the right hand side represents the state in which a nucleon has total angular momentum j' and a core is not excited, so that j' =1'. The second term represents the state in which a nucleon with total angular momentum j" couples with a core and one phonon of angular momentum 2 is excited so that the resultant spin is I'. All these functions are normalized to 1. Normalization constant N is given by
wherc C is the deformability of the core, nw the energy of a phonon, k the coupling constant, and 1Ij/3/1 the separation between two particle levels of angular momentaj' andj".
(j' lit I j") is the angular part of the matrix element of the interaction between the core and the nucleon, as given by B-M (Ap. II. 2). If we neglect the off-diagonal elements of (jllhlj"), the normalization constant is simplified as .
*) The suffix A which represents quantum numbers of a compound state is dropped hereafter for simplicity.
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Then (2.7) is reduced to (2 ·9) where (2.10) is dimensionless and provides the probability amplitude to what extent the single particle mode ¢J appears in the internal state W).. This can in principle be obtained, provided ?ls/ (r) is known. The latter is investigated by Lane 3 ), to which we shall refer in the following analysis. § 3. Weak coupling approximation.
First we calculate the reduced width in the weak coupling approximation, in which the wave function is given by Bohr and Mottelson 4 ). Our calculation is restricted to the case where the number of nucleons n outside the core in the compound nucleus is one and two. The first term in the right hand side represents the state in which a nucleon has total angular momentum j' and a core is not excited, so that j' =1'. The second term represents the state in which a nucleon with total angular momentum j" couples with a core and one phonon of angular momentum 2 is excited so that the resultant spin is I'. All these functions are normalized to 1. Normalization constant N is given by 12;  
The spin-angle wave function cFJ is expressed for the ground and the excited states of a target nucleus respectively as .
The non-dimensional reduced width is easily obtained with the aid of the orthonormality of wave functions as
fJj=N(Jjj'
for the ground state of the target nucleus, and
for the state of 1=2 of the target nucleus. The sum of fJ 3 2 over various target nucleus states and the angular momenta of the incident nucleon results in
as it should be. This is nothing but the sum rule.
(B) n=2
The wave functions are obtained in a similar way to the case n = 1. Corresponding to (3· 1), (3. 2) and (3. 4) we have 
In equation (3·7) the second terms represent the state with excited core and s is the resultant of angular momenta of particles.
The interaction Hamiltonian between particles and a core, Hint, is the sum of H (l) and H(2) . the former representing the interaction between particle 1 and the core and the latter the corresponding one for particle 2. The matrix elements of H(l> and 8(2) can be obtained by expanding the wave functions appearing in equation (3.7) as follows:
fJj=N(Jjj'
(B) n=2
="'2J[(2S+1) (2s 2 +1)T/2W(j/,jt 1'2; S52) IR'j/'2(S2)I'M'). (3.11)
" On account of (3.3) the expansion coefficient is expressed as (3.14)
When the r-spin is taken into account, the wave function in equation (3·7) must be symmetrized or antisymmetrized with respect to the exchange of particles and the reduced width OJ obtained above must be multiplied by factor -Vl, and further by the factor 1/.y'2 when the z-component of the r-spin of the compound state is O. In particular case j;" -=it -=j;' -=i2' j the sum over s in equations (3.13) and (3.14) should be restricted to odd or even number, in order that the wave function of the compound state is symmetric or antisymmetric. The equations (3 ·13) and (3.14) reduce to
We can prove the following sum rule 2jOl=1 where the sum must include the excited states of the target nucleus as in (A). § 4. Strong coupling approximation
The wave function of the system in the strong coupling approximation is, according to B-M (II. 15)
where cp' (P. r) represents vibrations, Drc,xI is the eigen-function for the symmetric top and describes the nuclear rotation state which is normalized so as to give the unitary transformation from the coordinate system fixed in space to that attached to the nucleus under consideration. Thus 8 )
2/+1 (4.2)
M and K are the components of spin I with respect to the z-axis of the fixed and the nuclear coordinate systems respectively. Xw describes the nucleons outside the core in the nuclear coordinate system with Q' being the sum of the z-components of nucleon angular momenta in this system. This is expressed in terms of individual particle states:
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(3.14)
2/+1 (4.2)
. .
where Q= 2~i21.' The summation in equation (4.3) must be carried out so that Xu's have
an appropriate symmetry character for particle exchange and the Pauli principle be satisfied.
The normalization for Xu is appropriately chosen so as to satisfy equation (2.
8). X-(!I
is introduced for the whole system to have symmetry character for the exchange of the coordinate axis and given by
The symmetry character for the exchange of axes further implies that
Now we can construct a wave function rfj as This can be reduced by using the formula for the representation of the rotational groupS)
There holds Q'-K'=!2-K=0, ±2, ±4,'" . .
There holds
due to the conservation of the z-component of angular momentum in the nuclear system and (4·5).
In the special cases Q'=K'=o or Q=K=O, expression (4.10) turns to be
for Q=K=o.
In the case of j=3/2, a special treatment is necessary because Q is not a good quantum number. For simplicity, however, we neglect here the effect of mixing of Q. We shall show a number of simple examples for the reduced width in what follows.
CA) n=l, I'=Q'=K' j, Q=K=o
From equation (4. 11 ') we get
{)j= ~2 J~;:: f~'*~[fxjxjj+ (-)lfX!i Xjj] (ljOJ/J}) = .vz.f~'*~(J}-JflI0)
for I=even
To obtain the sum rule we take the quadratic sum of reduced widths over I, where the summation of (Jj·-J}I/O) 2. over I=even is easily evaluated as
on account of the following formulae :
Substitution of thjs into (4· 13) yidds
":E/J 3 2< 1.
I (B) n=2, !J'=K'=o Q=K
. The wave functions for nucleons are In the case 11>3 the particle wave function must be antisymmetric for all exchanges of particles, as in the case of the individual particle model, and the treatment becomes complex. We here only explain the treatment briefly taking the case tz=3 as an example.
(C) tz=3
The wave function of particles Xu'! is expanded in terms of the coefficient of fractional parentage (c. f. p.) into various single particle states In the case 11>3 the particle wave function must be antisymmetric for all exchanges of particles, as in the case of the individual particle model, and the treatment becomes complex. We here only explain the treatment briefly taking the case tz=3 as an example.
The wave function of particles Xu'! is expanded in terms of the coefficient of fractional parentage (c. f. p.) into various single particle states 
If the overlapping of particle wave functions are evaluated by using these c. f. p, the reduced widths can easily be obtained. But here we have explained only the method of the treatment and do not go into detail. § 5. Discussiou
We will here compare the results obtained in the preceeding sections with those pre-C dieted by the individual particle model and also with experimental data. First of all, it is easily shown that the individual particle model predicts reduced widths equal to those predicted by the single particle model apart from the factor due to .-spins in the cases n = 1 and 2. The nuclear state in the J]-coupling scheme is determined for n = 1 and 2 only if the resultant angular momentum is determined. Consequently the compound state is described by one single particle state. The result is the same in the LS and intermediate couplings. On the other hand in the strong coupling approximation the nuclear state can not be determined only by the total angular momentum but also by the other quantum numbers. Therefore a compound state is described as a superposition of various single particle states. The predicted reduced widths are smaller than those predicted by the single particle model. The weak coupling approximation has a nature intermediate between the independent particle model and the strong coupling approximation. These situations are shown in the following.
The numerical constants C, tUIJ, k and others which appear in the collective model are evaluated by Ford 7 ) and by Bohr and Mottelson 4 ) on the basis of the classical hydrodynamiGaI model. These constants are not always correct, as the quadrupole moments and the first excitation levels of even-even nuclei derived on these constants do not always agree with experimental data. But we shall refer to them, since the order of magnitude of these constants seems to be correct 4 ,7).
(A) n=1
The individual particle model predicts
( 5 ·1) without concerning the core deformation. In the weak coupling approximation of the collective model we take this effect into account and the reduced width is obtained from
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( 5 ·1) without concerning the core deformation. In the weak coupling approximation of the collective model we take this effect into account and the reduced width is obtained from equation (3.5) as
provided the contribution from the mixed orbits is negligible. The constant k 2 / CnOJ which appears in equation (5.2) varies approximately from 8 to 20 with the variation of the atomic numbers A. These numerical values are tablated in Table 1 . It is clear that 0i/2=1, because the single particle with j=1/2 does not couple with the deformed core of angular momentum 2. In the cases j> 3/2, this coupling makes the reduced widths small depending slightly on j and A.
On the contrary, the strong coupling approximation predicts the reduced width which depends strongly on j,
In Table 2 the numerical values for these reduced widths are listed. Numerical calculations based on the constants used by Ford show that the overlapping integral I ~~'*~12 is approximately unity over all j and A. 
0/=2.
In the weak coupling approximation, the reduced width is given by
S. Yoshida equation (3.5) as
The numerical values of the reduced widths in the weak coupling approximation are shown in 
The numerical values for Ol in this approximation are listed in Tables 4 and 5 . 
The numerical values for Ol in this approximation are listed in Tables 4 and 5 . When the or-spin state is taken into account, it must be divided by 2 for odd-odd nuclei.
We see that the predicted reduced widths in the strong and weak coupling approximations are considerably different. In particular in the case of the rotational states of even-even nuclei the strong coupling approximation predicts reduced widths which decrease with the increase of spins, whereas the weak coupling approximation predicts the same reduced widths for all values of spins.
These reduced widths can be obtained from the djJ stripping reaction data, although there exist inevitable ambiguities in the present theories that neglect the various effects which may be of importance. We presume, however, that the order of magnitude may make a sense and can be compared with experiments. We hope that many experimental data will be available.
The reduced widths for light nuclei have been listed by Lane 3 ) and compared with the theoretical values deduced from the individual particle model. We have calculated the reduced widths for sand d wave nucleons on the weak and strong coupling approximations assuming that n = 1 or 2 according to the compound nucleus is odd or even nucleus. These results together with experimental data accumulated by Lane and the theoretical values of the individual particle model are shown in Tables 6 and 7. In column 5 the experimental values are shown and in column 6, 7, and 8 the theoretical value in the individual particle model and the weak and strong approximation of the collective model. For the s-wave nucleon the collective model predicts the reduced widths almost identical with those of the individual particle model in agreement with the experimental ones. For the d-wave nucleon the individual particle model predicts a value slightly larger than the experimental one in many cases. Lane ascribed this trend to the sensitivity of the penetration factor to the choice of nuclear radius. But the experimental data have intermediate values between the ones predicted by the weak and strong coupli~g approximations. If the nuclear radius chosen by Lane is appropriate it would be concluded that the deformation of the core makes the reduced width small. The experiments for medium and heavy nuclei would be useful for the test of the collective model.
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